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বাংলা

BNGG

Paper Code DC-4/GE-4
UG-General/Sem-IV/ CBCS

পূণমান : ১৬

যেকােনা দুিট ে র দাও। িতিট ে র পূণমান ৮।

অ) পি তমাশাই উপন ােসর নামকরেণর সাথকতা িলেখা

অথবা

পি তমশাই উপন ােস য সামািজক িচ ধরা হেয়েছ, তা আেলাচনা কেরা

আ) ন ান – একধরেণর সামািজক আে ালন আেলাচনা কেরা

অথবা

নবা নাটেক িবজন ভ াচায কৃিত আেলাচনা কেরা



MANIKCHAK COLLEGE

2021

বাংলা

চতুথ সিম ার

Paper Code – SEC-2
UG-General/Sem-IV/ CBCS

পূণমান : ১৬

যেকােনা দুিট ে র দাও। িতিট ে র পূণমান ৮।

অ) মাননীয় অধ ে র কােছ ছুিটর আেবদন িলেখা

অথবা

বনেভাজেনর আম ণ জািনেয় ব ুেক িচিঠ িলেখা

আ) পি তমশাই িক ধরেনর উপন াস আেলাচনা কেরা

অথবা

ন ান িক ধরেনর নাটক আেলাচনা কেরা
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………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Answer any 2 of the following questions: 8x2=16
1. Take notes about the key ideas expressed in the passage below maintaining clarity and legibility :

Edmund Halley, the scientist after whom Halley’s comet was named, was the first person in history to
have postulated the existence of hollow earth with scientific temperament as well as methods. When he
made observations about the magnetic fields of the Earth, he also came across inconsistencies that could
only be explained in one case. The irregularities he observed could only occur if the Earth constituted two
spheres, one external which was solid, and another internal which was hollow. In that case, both the
spheres would have their magnetic fields and axes which would justify his observations.

Later, another American scientist not only firmly believed in the existence of two spheres but also
believed that it was impossible to know which sphere we resided in, the inner one or the outer one. The
name of the scientist was Cyrus Reed and he claimed that we were indeed living inside a hollow Earth.
He said that the sun was in the center of the hollow space and all the stars that we see merely reflect the
light of the sun. He called this land of the inner sphere “Koresh” which was a Hebrew word for his one
name. Later, he also found a church in which he and all the followers of the churn propagated and stood
by these beliefs till the late 20th century.

In the early 20th century too, there were scientists like William Redd and Marshal Gardener who tried to
present evidence for the existence of hollow Earth. But most of the arguments that were made in this
case were not taken to be of any significance. One of the pieces of evidence used as an argument for the
existence of hollow earth was the fact that the air and water temperature gets higher and higher as you
approach the north pole. They even claimed that mammoths were not extinct and went on to live in the
inner layer of the Earth.

Or

On the basis of your reading of the passage given below, make notes on it in points. Also, suggest a
suitable title:

Jahangir was born on 30 August 1569, to Akbar, the Mughal Emperor, and his Hindu wife, Jodha Bai. He
was crowned on 24 October 1605. In the twenty-two years, he was Emperor, till his death on 28 October
1627, he had many battles to fight and many rebellions to suppress. But he always found time for his
greatest hobby-the study of animals and plants. He was an avid bird watcher or an ornithologist as he
would be called now, and a keen naturalist. The care and accuracy with which Jahangir described various
characteristics of animals and birds, their geographical distribution and behaviour, would have done credit
to a full-time naturalist. His observations are recorded in his memoirs, the Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri.

2. Write a report for a newspaper on a road accident



Or

Write an editorial letter highlighting the scarcity of drinking water in your locality

3. Draft an advertisement for selling your desktop

Or

Use the proper copy-editing symbols to correct all the mechanical, spelling and other errors in the
following passage:

During the 1990s, a nine year old girl in Ruston Louisiana won a trophy, 5000 dollars, and a trip to the
United States Capital Bl;dg.Thomas Shriver Junior an employee of the Roess Company in Fairbanks
Alaska has a Ph.D. in economics and will be here Mon, Tues., & Wed.Prof. Rebecca Malone of Forty-two
Fifth Avenue works in the History Department and shares an office in Rm. 247 of the Humanities
Bldg.Afterwards, 7 persons, all United States citizens, testified that the US navy payed the Westinghouse
Corporation $14,200,000 dollars.“The Washington Post” reported Tue. That the suspect is White, in her
30’s, about 5 ft., 2 inches tall, and weighs about one hundred pds.

4. Draft a detailed CV about your qualifications for applying as an employee of an NGO

Or

Draft a resume of your qualifications for applying as a copy-editor of a local newspaper
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F.M.= 16 .

A. Answer any 2 of the following questions in about Two hundred and fifty (250) words each:
6x2=12

1. Critically comment on Francis Bacon’s prose style with reference to his essays on your syllabus.

OR

What, according to Bacon, should a traveler do after returning from travel? Answer using textual
references from his essay ‘Of Travel’.

OR

Analyze the use of romanticism in Charles Lamb’s essays with reference to his essays on your syllabus.

OR

Which of the ‘Two Races’ described in ‘Two Races of Men’ is the nobler one? Explain why they are
called nobler by Lamb using textual references from this essay.

2. Assess Thomas De Quincey as a literary critic with reference to his essays ‘Literature’ and ‘On the
Knocking at the Gate inMacbeth’

OR

Critically assess the central theme of Thomas De Quincey’s ‘Joan of Arc’.

OR

Analyze George Orwell’s comments on his contemporary milieu with reference to his essays on your
syllabus.

OR

Comment on Orwell’s use of language in his essay ‘A Hanging’

3. Critically comment on Joseph Conrad’s art of characterization with reference to his stories on your
syllabus.



OR

Explain how Conrad’s portrayal of the conflict between love and duty in his story ‘The Lagoon’.

OR

Analyze James Joyce’s portrayal of Ireland’s society with reference to his stories on your syllabus.

OR

Discuss the titular significance of James Joyce’s ‘Araby’.

4. Analyze Somerset Maugham’s exploration of human psychology with reference to his stories on your
syllabus.

OR

Analyze Somerset Maugham’s ‘The Wash-Tub’ as a modern short story.

OR

Critically comment on Katherine Mansfield’s portrayal of women characters with reference to her stories
‘The Garden Party’ and ‘Bliss’

OR

Why do you think does the Boss torture the fly in the story ‘The Fly’? Explain with textual illustrations.

B. Answer any two of the following questions in about 60 (sixty) words: 2x2=4

1. What, according to Francis Bacon is the ‘Principal fruit of friendship’? Explain referring to Bacon’s
‘Of Friendship’.

OR

Whom does Bacon describe as ‘a voluptuous man’ in his essay ‘Of Love’? Why?

OR

What occasion is described by Charles Lamb as the second birthday of ‘every man’? Why?

OR

Comment briefly on Charles Lamb’s allusion to the character of Gulliver in his essay ‘The Old and the
New Schoolmaster’.

OR



2.“Here, then, was a fresh proof that I was right in relying on my own feeling, in opposition to my
understanding”- locate and explain.

OR

Briefly analyze Thomas De Quincey’s comments on M. Michelet in his essay ‘Joan of Arc’.

OR

Why did a large number of local people follow the narrator in George Orwell’s essay ‘Shooting an
Elephant’?

OR

Why does Orwell express his unwillingness to be a book-seller in his essay ‘Bookshop Memories’?

3. Why did Paul get deported in Joseph Conrad’s ‘The Anarchist’?

OR

Why does Mr. X organize a fake raid in Joseph Conrad’s ‘The Informer’?

OR

Who informs the narrator about the death of Father Flynn in Joyce’s ‘The Sisters’? How does the narrator
react to this news?

OR

Which game did the group of boys from Joyce’s ‘An encounter’ play? Who used to win this game
consistently?

4. “And a person doesn’t know his thoughts until he’s thirty or thirty-five”- locate and explain.

OR

Briefly comment on Maugham’s portrayal of Donna Lucia in his story ‘The Lotus Eater’.

OR

Briefly comment on the ending of Katherine Mansfield’s story ‘Bliss’.

OR

Who tests the piano before the beginning of the party in ‘The Garden Party’? Why?
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Answer any 2 of the following questions:

1. Write short notes on any two of the following in about 150 words each: 4x2=8

(a) Formal Communication
(b) Barriers of Communication
(c) Principles of Effective Communication
(d) Seven Cs of Written Communication
(e) Seven Cs of Oral Communication

2. Draft the minutes of a meeting from any one of the given particulars: 8x1=8

(a) A meeting of Board of Directors of Prakash Enterprises was held on 05.09.2021 at the
Head Quarters in Malda at 3.30 pm in which the following matters were discussed:

i) Minutes of the previous meeting held on 02.08.2021
ii) Puja Bonus to be given to the employees for the year 2021-2022
iii) Retirement of Senior Executive Officer, Mr. Anup Dasgupta
iv) To decide how employees can be given protection from Covid in the

workplace

OR

(b) A meeting of the Festival Organizing Committee of the English Bazar Municipality
was held on 06.08.2021 at the Conference Hall of the Municipality Building, Malda at
4.00 pm in which the following matters were discussed:

i) Dates, time and venue of the upcoming festivals of 2021
ii) Various rents of the stalls/counters
iii) Constitution of empowered sub-committees
iv) Dignitaries to be invited



3. Draft the reply to any one of the following emails: 8x1=8

(a) Dear Mr. Ahmed,
I am writing in reference to the current situation with the Hilly Extension Project of
our cement factory. We have a number of questions which we hope you could answer.
First of all, could you please provide us with an update on where you are on the said
extension Project? We would also appreciate it if you could clarify what the current
issues with the delivery system are, and confirm when you expect them to be resolved.
In addition, at the end of our last meeting we requested a copy of the latest project
status report. Unfortunately, we have still not received the same. We would appreciate
it if you could forward this to us.
Could you also please confirm whether the post-installation support covers the
equipment 24 hours a day? And what is actually included in the support? In particular,
we would like to have confirmation if the cost of spare parts and labour are included
in the package? We require this information at the earliest.
And lastly, we are considering extending the period of the post-installation support
from your company from 6 months to 12 months. We would be very grateful if you
could provide us with a quote for this extension.
I would really appreciate it if you could deal with these matters urgently.
I look forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely,

Anil Roy
Development Manager
Solid Cement Ltd.

OR

(b) Dear Mr Sujit Basu,

I wish to draw your attention to an issue we have with a recent order from yourselves
(ref no. 34ED12QP). Not only was the delivery four days later than agreed, but when
we tried to use the components, we found that 40% of them were damaged and
basically useless.

As is normal, I spoke to your Customer Service Manager, Mr. Sanjay Mandal on this
matter. I expected that you would replace the damaged components, but this has not
been the case. When I last spoke to Mr. Mandal, last week, he informed me that the
components were undamaged when delivered to us and that it was our fault. To make
matters worse, he has still not replied to an official email I sent to him on Monday.



As you are aware, we have been a loyal customer of your company for over 5 years.
The damaged components are severely impacting our production at the moment. We
have orders which we cannot send because of this problem with the components.

Although, I appreciate that you are all very busy. I believe that I am entitled to an
explanation why Mr Mandal has not replied to my email, and is refusing to replace the
components.

Unless this issue is resolved promptly, then unfortunately, we will be forced to take
further action.

I expect a formal reply from your end latest by tomorrow (07.03.2021), to inform me
how you are going to resolve this issue.

Yours sincerely,

Rubina Siddiqui
Production Director
Solid Cement Ltd.

4. Correct the error in any eight of the following sentences: 1x8=8

a) I trust more my parents than my friends.
b) I moved here to be closer from school.
c) We meeted at a restaurant.
d) I am a accountant.
e) My class is in the after noon.
f) The rain had a good affect on the farmer’s field.
g) Sushila gave me a real nice bouquet of flowers.
h) Tom went to the book store and Jadu, went with him.
i) It hurt my feeling.
j) There father went to school there.
k) What is the time in your watch?
l) I have absolute faith in his judgement.
m) I prefer coffee than tea.
n) His team is going to loose the game.
o) I came to office by foot.
p) Leela arranged an acommodation for her daughter.

5. a) Write a project report from the following details: 8x1=8



Write a report to Dinabandhu Dutta, MD, Bengal Sales Corp. about the overtime put
in by the staff, the hourly wages that were decided for the overtime and the total
amount that will have to be paid to the employees who put in overtime.

OR
b) Write a project report for the Board of Directors of Solid Cement Ltd. about setting up

a Cement factory at Hili, South Dinajpur, mentioning the following points:

i. Resources and Transportation
ii. Timelines and Targets
iii. Budget and Funding
iv. Profits and Risks
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SANSKRIT 
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Paper code: DC-4/GE-4 

Full marks :16                                                                                                                            8X2=16     

                                                                                              

Unit: l 

 

1. Write a detail note on dialogue hymns . (8) 

 

         Or 

 

   What is वेदा  ? Write a detail note on वेदा ।(8) 

 

Unit: ll 

 

2. Discuss the influence of Mahabharata on Indian culture and literature ? (8) 

 

     Or 

 

What is च ु ? Write a detail note on च ुका । (8) 
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Paper Code: SEC 2 

     Full marks:  16                                                                                                                        8X2=16 

 

Unit: l 

 

1. Write a detail note on the role of computer in sanskritic studies. (8) 

 

       Or 

 

Write a descriptive note on any one method for typing devnagari script in a pc or laptop.  (8) 

 

Unit: ll 

 

2. Translate into Roman scripts with diacritical marks. (8) 

 

वततां कृितिहतायपािथवः  

सर ती ुितमहतांमहीयताम्। 

ममािपच पयतुनीललोिहतः  

पुनभवंप रगतश रा भूः ।। 

 

      Or 

 

ानेमौनं माश ौ ागे ाघािवपययः । 

गुणाः गुणानुव ा स सवाइव।। 
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MANIKCHAK COLLEGE 

Home Assignment for B.A. SEMESTER – IV (General) – 2021 

Paper: EDCG – DC- 7/8 

(Historical Perspectives of Education) 

Full Marks - 16 

1. −k −L¡e c¤¢V fË−nÀl Ešl c¡J -                2x2=4 

a)  h¤¢eu¡¢c ¢nr¡l c¤¢V °h¢nøÉ E−õM L−l¡z 

b)  ¢hcÉ¡mu …µR L£? 

c)  e−h¡cu ¢hcÉ¡mu L£? 

d)  nË£l¡jf¤l œu£ hm−a ¢L −h¡T? 

 

2. −k −L¡e HL¢V fË−nÀl Ešl c¡J -               4x1=4 

a)  hË¡jZÉ J −h±Ü ¢nr¡hÉhÙÛ¡l j−dÉ f¡bÑLÉ −mMz 

b)  −L¡W¡l£ L¢jn−el ¢œ-i¡o¡ p§œ (Three Language Formula) pð−å −mMz 

c)  V£L¡ −mM- f¡WÉœ²−jl pçfËh¡qz 

 

3. −k −L¡e HL¢V fË−nÀl Ešl c¡J -                8x1=8 

a) i¡la£u ¢nr¡hÉhÙÛ¡l C¢aq¡−p 1813 p¡−ml pec BCe¢V (Charter Act -

1813) hÉ¡MÉ¡ L−l¡ Hhw  ¢nr¡−r−œ Hl …l¦aÆ B−m¡Qe¡ L−l¡z       

2+6=8 
b) −L¡W¡l£ L¢jne fËÙ¹¡¢ha ¢hcÉ¡mu ¢nr¡l p¤¤f¡¢ln …¢m B−m¡Qe¡ L−l¡z 8 
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MANIKCHAK COLLEGE 

Home Assignment for B.A. SEMESTER – IV (General) – 2021 

Paper: SEC-2 

(Testing) 

Full marks = 16 

1) �য �কােনা দ�ুট �ে�র উ�র দাও -      2×2 =4 

a) মেনাভাব পিরমাপক দ�ুট অভী�া বা ��ল এর নাম �লখ। 

b) মেনা�া��ক অভী�া বলেত কী �বাঝ ? 

c) ব�ু�র দলগত দ�ুট অভী�ার নাম �লখ। 

d) Academic Achievement এর সং"া দাও। 

2. �য �কােনা এক�ট �ে�র উ�র দাও -     4×1 =4 

a) আদশ , অভী�ার -বিশ./0িল আেলাচনা কর। 

b) িশ�াগত মূল /ায়েন মেনাভােবর অভী�ার উেপােযাগীতা 0িল �লখ। 

c) আ6হ পরীমাপক অভী�া �ভােকশানাল ই9াের: ; /া< (VIB) স>েক, ট?কা 

�লখ। 

3. �য �কােনা এক�ট �ে�র উ�র দাও -     8×1 =8 

a) পারদশAতার অভী�া বলেত কী �বাঝ ? িশ�াগত মূল /ায়েন পারদশAতার অভী�ার 

0BC0িল আেলাচনা কর।    2+6 =8 

a) ব /া�Dস�া পিরমােপর অভী�া রস ,া ই< ;ট অভী�া (RIBT) এবং  ¢bj¡¢VL 

অ /াপারেসপসন অভী�া (TAT) স>েক, ট?কা �লখ। 4+4 =8 
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Home Assignment for B.A. SEMESTER – IV (Honours) – 2021 

Paper: EDCG – GE - 2 

(Basics of Research Methodology) 

Full marks = 16 

1. Answer any two questions from the following:                                  2x2=4 

(a)  What is research? 

(b) Define the term population. 

(c) Write two characteristics of research. 

(d) What is descriptive research? 

2. Answer any one question from the following:                        4x1=4 

 (a) Discuss important characteristics of a good hypothesis. 

(b) Describe the difference between population and sample. 

(c) Discuss important characteristics of descriptive research? 

3. Answer any one question from the following:                            8x1=8 

(a) Discuss different types of variable with examples. 

(b) Discuss various types of sampling. 
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PAPER-(DC4/GE4) 
FULL MARKS-16 

 

িবভাগ-ক 

িন  উে িখত য কােনা এক ট ে র উ র দাও-                                12×1=12 

১. ঠা া লড়াই স েক সংি  আেলাচনা কেরাl 
অথবা 

২. বা ববাদী তে  Hans J. Morgenthau এর অবদান আেলাচনা কেরা l 
 

িবভাগ-খ 
 

িন  উে িখত য কােনা এক ট ে র উ র দাও-                                4×1=4 

১. ভারতীয় িবেদশনীিতর িনধারক িল িক িক? 
অথবা 

২. সািভেয়ত ইউিনয়েনর পতেনর কারণ িল উে খ কেরা l 
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POLITICAL SCIENCE (GENERAL) 
SEMESTER-IV 

Paper Code: SEC - 2 
FULL MARKS-16 

 

িবভাগ-ক 

িন  উে িখত য কােনা এক ট ে র উ র দাও-                                12×1=12 

1. ভারেতর ামীন ায় শাসন ব ব া স েক আেলাচনা কেরাl 
অথবা 

2. ভারতীয় পালােমে র আইনপােশর প িত স েক যা যান লেখাl 

িবভাগ-খ 
 

িন  উে িখত য কােনা এক ট ে র উ র দাও-                                4×1=4 

1. ভারতীয় রাজনীিতেত ইেলক িনক িমিডয়ার  কী? 

 
অথবা 

2. জলা পিরষদ এর কাযাবলী িল লেখা l 
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PHILOSOPHY 

Semester-IV 

Paper Code: PHIG- DC-4/GE-4 

 

1.যে যকোন ো একটি প্রনের উত্তর দোও।  (16x1) 16 

 ক. মন োবিজ্ঞো  িলনে কী যিোঝোয়  ? এই শোনের পবরবি ির্ণ ো কনরো।    6+10 

খ.মন োবিজ্ঞোন র পদ্ধবে বিসোনি অন্তরদশণ   িযোখযো কনরো। এই পদ্ধবের সুবিিো ও অসুবিিো কীকী  ? 4+12 

গ. ‘যগস্টোল’ শব্দটির অর্ণ কী?  প্রেযক্ষ বিষনয় যগস্টোলিোদী মেটি িযোখযো দোও। এই মেটি বক সনন্তোষজ ক ? 2+10+4 

 

***************†******* 
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PHILOSOPHY 

Semester-IV 

Paper Code: PHIG-SEC 

 

1.যে যকোন ো একটি প্রনের উত্তর দোও।  (16x1) 16 

1.মানবাধিকারেে সজ্ঞা দাও। মানবাধিকারেে প্রকৃবে ও পধেধি বর্ণনা করো। 4+12 

2. েুবম বক মন কনরো যে, ভোরেীয় সংবিিোন র প্রস্তোি োটি সংবিিোন র দোশণব ক বভবেনক প্রবেফবলে কনর? যেোমোর উত্তনরর সপনক্ষ েুবিদোও।   16 

3.মানবাধিরেে প্রাচীন, মিয ও সমসামধিক ধবস্তাে সম্পরকণ  একটি প্রবন্ধ েচনা কে।  16 
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MANIKCHAK COLLEGE 

SOCIOLOGY (general) 

B.A Semester-IV (DC-GE) 
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                                                                                                                                                Full Marks=16 

 

 *নীেচর যেকােনা 2 ট ে র উ র দাও।                                                                                             

1.ভারতীয় িতেত বিচ  ও ঐক    এ স েক আেলাচনা কর।                                     8 

2.ভারতবেষ িল  বষম  স েক আেলাচনা কর।                                                                  8 

3.ভারতবেষ সামা জক সমস া িহসােব িশ  িমক স েক অ◌ােলাচনা কর।                  8 

4.ভারতবেষ যবু স দােয়র সমস া িল লখ।                                                                        8 
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  *নীেচর য কােনা 2 ট ে র উ র দাও।                                                                                             

1.সম   উ য়ন বলেত িক বাঝ?ভারেত সম   উ য়েনর কমসিূচ স েক যা জােনা লখ।   2+6=8 

2.প ী উ য়ন স েক মহা া গা ীর ভূিমকা আেলাচনা কর                                              8 

3.রবী নাথ ঠাকুেরর িনেকতন স েক যা জােনা লখ।                                                             8 

4.ভারেত াম উ য়ন কমসিূচ িহসােব IRDP এবং MGNREGA স েক আেলাচনা কর।         4+4=8 

 


